Our rechargeable sensor pump is the most efficient way to wash your hands — no germs or smudges left behind. It has a clog-proof tubing pump that ensures a precise and consistent flow, and the silicone valve prevents messy drips. To control the amount of soap desired, you can position your hand up close to the sensor for a little soap and farther away for more. A funnel refill opening makes refills fast and easy, and it’s waterproof for easy cleaning. It recharges with the included charging puck — one charge lasts up to 3 months.

Use simplehuman soap for optimum pump performance — or you can also use hand sanitizer.

**warranty**
5 years
(commercial warranty of 1 year)

for more information visit
www.simplehuman.com
The heavy-gauge stainless steel construction, lift-off lid, and extra-large capacity make our open cans the ideal choice for high-traffic commercial spaces such as hotel lobbies, restaurants, and commissaries. ADA-compliant.

Our custom fit liners fit these cans perfectly — no bunching or slipping for a cleaner trash experience.

**open for business**

**commercial cans and magnetic decals**

**bullet open can**
heavy-gauge stainless steel

- **60L:**
  - brushed CW1407
  - dark bronze CW1475
  - brass CW1488

- **80L:**
  - brushed CW1469

- **115L:**
  - brushed CW1471

**semi-round open can**
heavy-gauge stainless steel

- **60L:**
  - brushed CW1468
  - dark bronze CW1478
  - brass CW1489

- **80L:**
  - brushed CW1473

**magnetic decal**

- trash KT1170
- aluminum KT1172
- paper KT1174
- compost KT1176
- plastics KT1173
- glass KT1175
- mixed recycling KT1171
- biohazard KT1177
- gloves & masks KT1185

**slim open can**
heavy-gauge stainless steel

- **50L:**
  - brushed CW1467
  - dark bronze CW1477
  - brass CW1487

**warranty**
10 years
(commercial warranty of 1 year)

for more information visit
www.simplehuman.com
Our sensor cans open at the sound of your voice or a wave of your hand and are smart enough to adapt to you and the surrounding environment — no false triggers, no unexpected lid closures. They also feature our innovative "liner pocket," which stores and dispenses liners from inside the can for a faster liner change, and the liner rim lifts up for easy access to the liner, then closes to grip and keep it neatly out of sight. ADA-compliant.

Our custom fit liners fit these cans perfectly — no bunching or slipping for a cleaner trash experience.

**warranty**

5 years
(commercial warranty of 1 year)

for more information visit
www.simplehuman.com

---

**trash made simple and effortless**

---

**sensor cans**

- **semi-round sensor can**
  - stainless steel
  - 45L:
    - brushed
      - ST2009
    - black
      - ST2021

- **rectangular sensor can**
  - heavy-gauge stainless steel
  - 58L:
    - brushed
      - ST2031
    - white
      - ST2033
    - rose gold
      - ST2032
    - black
      - ST2035

- **dual compartment rectangular sensor can**
  - stainless steel
  - 58L:
    - brushed
      - ST2036
    - white
      - ST2038
    - rose gold
      - ST2037
    - black
      - ST2040